We report on measurements of the triply differential cross section for the 4d 5 2 inner-shell photoionization in Xenon followed by N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger decay using electronelectron coincidence spectroscopy. The experimental setup made it possible to obtain the first coincident angular distributions for the 1 D 2 and 3 P 2 final states at a photon energy of 97.45 eV.
Introduction
Photo double-ionization (PDI), the emission of two electrons resulting from single photon absorption, has been intensively studied by many research groups over the past two decades (Mazeau et al. 1991 , Selles et al. 1998 , Briggs and Schmidt 2000 , Schwarzkopf et al. 1993 , Dörner et al. 1998 , Viefhaus et al. 1998 , Viefhaus et al. 1996 , Avaldi and Huetz 2005 since it is related to two important topics of modern atomic physics, namely electron correlations and the three-body Coulomb problem. Understanding the role of both effects in the PDI process can be achieved through a detailed description of the Triply Differential Cross Section (TDCS),
, that can only be carried out through coincidence measurements between two of the ionization fragments.
In sequential PDI, such as the 4d 5 2 inner-shell ionization in Xenon with subsequent N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger decay γ · X e X e ·´4 d (Åberg 1980 ,Åberg and Howard 1982 , Tulkki et al. 1987 . The striking theoretical prediction within this model (Vegh 1994a , Vegh 1994b ) of strong interference effects in the TDCS for the case when both free electrons have the same kinetic energies has caught researchers attention and was investigated experimentally in the valence outer-shell PDI of Neon (Schaphorst et al. 1996) and inner-shell PDI of Xenon , Viefhaus et al. 1998 , Selles et al. 1998 . Earlier experimental work (Selles et al. 1998 ) has also shown how the spin state determines the constructive or destructive nature of the interference, which is a consequence of a general selection rule (Maulbetsch and Briggs 1995) already verified in direct PDI of Helium (Schwarzkopf et al. 1993) . With three charged particles in the final state, PDI requires in addition a detailed delineation of Coulomb interactions in the resulting few body system, also called Post Collision Interactions (PCI). The common manifestations of PCI in non-coincident measurements are significant shifts of the atomic lines whose tails also become asymmetric. These effects disappear in photoionization experiments when the difference in velocities between photo and Auger electron is large (Armen et al. 1987, Borst and Schmidt 1986) . Recent studies (Lablanquie et al. 2001 , Rioual et al. 2001 of PDI have taken up the challenge posed by the most intricate kinematics conditions, where exchange effects and PCI effects are expected to both influence equally the angular dependency of the TDCS, in particular for the case of small relative angles and the small velocity difference of the two electrons , Rioual et al. 2001 . Recently, the reduction of the TDCS for small angle in the angular distribution of 1 S 0 final state of the Xenon N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 decay was reported (Scherer et al. 2004) . Although two further angular distributions of the TDCS for photoelectron and Auger electron in Xenon have been shown (Selles et al. 1998) , recent angular distribution measurement concentrated on double Auger decay processes (Viefhaus et al. 2004 , Viefhaus et al. 2005 .
Based on this motivation, we report here on the first kinetic energy and angular distributions for the Auger decay from Xenon 4d 5 2 photoionization leading to 3 P 2 , 1 D 2 final state of the N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger decay. We also show that it is possible to adequately describe these coincident angular distributions using a two-step model approach. Furthermore, the angular distribution data allows one to extract some information about the amplitude and phases of the emitted Auger electron and photoelectrons, see for example Kämmerling et al.(1993 ), Schaphorst (1997 . Although our experiment is not meant to deliver precise and absolute values.
We present in section 2 the method for coincident data collection and data analysis and in section 3.1the coincident energy distributions. Section 3.2 discusses the angular distributions of the photoelectron and the angular distributions of the Auger electron when one of these two electrons is detected along the polarization vector of the incident light. At the end of section 3.2 we estimate the amplitude and phases of the emitted electrons from the angular distribution results.
Experimental method and data analysis
The experiment was performed at the high resolution Atomic Molecular and Optics Beamline 10.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) in Berkeley, CA. The experiments were conducted during the timing (double bunch) mode of the synchrotron operation. Figure 1 schematic of the experimental apparatus. It consists of a set of 4 rotating electron time-offlight (TOF) energy analyzers, which are well suited to perform coincident measurements where the kinetic energy of the two emitted electrons spreads out over a wide kinetic energy range. The 4 TOF analyzers are placed in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the incident light which crosses an effusive gas beam. Mechanical constraints (size of the vacuum vessel) limit the length of the drift tube of the analyzers to 12.5 cm. This drift tube leads to a relative kinetic energy resolution of ∆E E 5%.The analyzer provides a higher detection efficiency with an acceptance angle of dΩ 5 AE (solid angle). The TOF drift tube has a two step potential to minimize lens effects when a retarding voltage is applied, improving the absolute energy resolution. For the measurements described here we applied a retarding potential, V ret 28 5 V. This resulted in an absolute energy resolution of about 75 meV for electrons with a kinetic energy of 30 eV and about 275 meV at 34 eV. The photon energy was set to hv 97 5 eV, with a resolution of 50 meV. The total coincidence resolution ∆E coinc may be be approximated by Õ ∆E 2 1 · ∆E 2 2 . The analyzer labeled 'TOF1' in figure 1 can rotate independently from the rotation of the TOF analyzers 2-4. Thus it is possible to set any relative angle θ 12 between TOF1 and the other three, the smallest angle possible being θ 12 35 AE . The coincident data of each detector pair were recorded in a 2 dimensional map of the flight times of the electrons detected in TOF1 and TOF2 as x and y coordinates respectively, and the TDCS intensity in the z coordinate. Also, the non-coincident spectra for each analyzer were recorded simultaneously. Commonly, the TDCS is presented as the angular dependence (θ 1 ) of the emission probability of one electron, when the kinetic energy and the angle of the second (θ 2 ) are fixed, rather than as energy distribution. An example and the notations of the coordinate system used is given in figure 1(b) . The angle θ 1 θ 2 lie in the plane perpendicular to the propagation direction k of the light, with θ 0 AE in the direction of the polarization vector of the light. In order to extract an angular distribution pattern many measurements with several θ 12 settings are necessary. During the different measurements TOF1 was held fixed at a 'reference' angle of θ 0 AE with respect to the polarization vector of the incident light. In this way several sets of three θ 12 values ranging from 35 AE 180 AE were taken successively, by varying the positions of TOF2-4. Each set had a recording time of 10,000 s to 20,000 s depending on the experimental conditions. The kinetic energy scale associated with each TOF analyzer was calibrated by recording the Neon 2s and 2p lines, having well known binding energies (NIST 2007) , at various photon energies. The xenon time spectra were then converted to kinetic energy. In order to improve the precision of the time-to-energy conversion, the resulting energy spectra were then fitted with multiple Voigt profiles (see figure 2) . The resulting energy values for the different photo lines and Auger lines were again compared with literature values. Significant deviations were incorporated in a corrected time-to-energy table and the improved conversion was performed again until a consistent conversion was found which finally showed an overall agreement within 30 meV in all cases.
During the experiment the partial pressure was kept below 1 ¢10 5 Torr in order to keep the random coincident detection rate below an acceptable limit of the data handling electronics.
Random coincident detections are mostly due to electrons originating from two different atoms ionized by the same light pulse. To further process the data, the non-coincident spectra of the two analyzers involved were used to calculate the statistical random coincidence probability, taking into account the corresponding dead times of the analyzer electronics. These 'random' coincidences were then subtracted from the total coincidence data. The ratio of 'true' to 'random' coincidences was around 5 20% depending on the angle pair in question. Since a retarding voltage of -28.5 V was applied, only the 4d 5 2 photoelectrons and N 4 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger electrons could be measured in coincidence (the kinetic energy of the Xe 4d 3 2 photo line is just about 28eV at hν 97 45eV ). The vanishing (random) coincidences between N 4 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger electrons and N 5 photoelectrons serve as a good indication of the quality of the random subtraction. Finally, the analyzer transmission had to be considered. For TOF analyzers the transmission efficiency is a function of the electron kinetic energy. This function was calculated by comparing the measured ratio of Neon 2s over 2p photo lines as a function of the varied photon energy hν to the literature values (Wuilleumier and Krause 1979) . Neglecting effects due to differences in the effective source volume for the non-coincident and the coincident case respectively, the coincident transmission Tr co´E1 E 2 µ can be calculated from non-coincident transmissions of TOF1 (Tr 1´E1 µ) and TOF2 (Tr 2´E2 µ) as follows:
The applicability of the formula was verified by the comparison of coincident data measured in equivalent geometries.
Results and discussion

Energy distribution of the TDCS including Post-Collision Interaction Effects
In this section, we discuss the kinetic energy distributions of the triply-differential cross section (TDCS) for the final states of´1D 2 µ and´3P 2 µ of the doubly ionized Xenon following 4d 5 2 photoionization. An example of our two-dimensional data, already converted to an energy axis, can be seen in figure 3(a) at the smallest relative angle θ 12 35 AE . As it was pointed out before, the 4d 3 2 photoelectron was prevented from reaching the detector due to the choice of retarding potential, so only the coincidences between the 4d 5 2 photoelectron and the N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger electrons can be seen. The final states are from center bottom to top´1S 0 µ at 29.95 eV,´1D 2 µ at 32.3 eV,´3P 0 1 µ -not resolved-and´3P 2 µ at 34.45 eV. The 3 P 2 doubly charged final state data shown in figure 3(b) are obtained by integrating the intensities (over the width of the selected final state) along the points were the sum of the kinetic energies recorded in detector 1 and detector 2 is a constant and equal to the sum of the nominal energy of the Auger electron plus the energy of the photoelectron. In the absence of PCI effects, one would only measure a coincident signal at the nominal kinetic energies of the Auger electron and photoelectron. However in this case we clearly recorded a signal widely distributed along energies, where the sum of the two kinetic energies is a constant. The signals appears as the "horizontal lines" in figure 3 (a). This shows the main advantage of the time of flight The left peak shows the photoelectron in TOF1(35 AE ) and the Auger electron in TOF2(0 AE ), the right peak corresponds to the detection of the photoelectron in TOF2 and the Auger electron in TOF1.
technique that also electron intensities at "unexpected" energies (i. e. in between and off the nominal energies) are simultaneously recorded. In the measurements of the TDCS as a function of the kinetic energy of one of the electrons (see figure 3(b) the PCI effect manifests itself in an asymmetric line profile of the TDCS and some intensity between the two expected peaks. In order to account for this PCI effect we use the formulation of the sequential PDI (Åberg 1980,Åberg and Howard 1982) . According to Sheinerman and Schmidt (1997) the transition amplitude for the process of inner shell ionization and subsequent Auger decay can be given by:
Here M 1´kp A µ is the amplitude of the inner shell ionization with an ejection of the (photo) electron of momentum k p and a kinetic energy of ε p , while M 2´kp A µ describes the Auger decay, with kinetic energy ε A and momentum k A . Γ is the width of the intermediate state. The nominal energy of the Auger electron is denoted by ε 0 Aug . The factor R´A Bµ takes the PCI effect into account. The triply-differential cross section (TDCS) dσ dε p dθ p dθ A is found then by :
In this presentation, the data were evaluated such that the sum of kinetic energies of the two emitted electrons equals the total excess energy E exc , or
Hence the sum of the kinetic energies is a constant as is required by energy conservation. Equations (3),(4) then lead to the distribution of the TDCS as a function of the kinetic energy of one electron (eg ε p ), where the kinetic energy of the second electron (ε A ) is given by (5). When ε A ε p Γ one of the terms in (3) will become very small and interference effects will contribute only a small part. This result in two lorentzian like profiles around the nominal energy of the photoelectron when ε A ε 0 Aug and ε p ε 0 pho and having a FWHM of Γ. The intensity of the TDCS will depend on the amplitudes M 1 2´kp A µ, hence the momentum of each electron. The PCI effect as expressed in the factor R(A,B) will give rise to an asymmetric shape of the cross section, depending on the relative angle θ pA and the energies of the photoelectron and Auger electron. In general, the TDCS for given θ pA plotted as a function of the kinetic energy of one of the electrons will be approximately Lorentzian´ε nom pho Γµ ¢ R´p Aµ 2 · Lorentzian´ε nom Aug Γµ ¢ R´A pµ 2 . The numerical details of determining the PCI effect are found in the appendix. To achieve reasonable statistics the measured intensities were added into kinetic energy intervals of 40 meV. During the first qualitative analysis the described equations were evaluated and then the theoretical TDCS was convoluted with a Gaussian to taking into account the photon energy resolution and the combined TOF analyzer resolutions. The calculated energy distribution was scaled in height to the data. In the range of interest, the precise determination of the analyzer resolution did not have a large impact to the outcome of the final line shape. the Auger electron in TOF2, the right peak corresponds to the detection of the photoelectron in TOF2 and the Auger electron in TOF1. The x-axis is the kinetic energy of the electron detected in TOF1; energy conservation gives the kinetic energy of the second electron. It can be seen that the asymmetry in the TDCS changes direction when varying θ 12 from 35 AE to 180 AE . For θ 12 35 AE the PCI effect is such that the center of the TDCS is shifting by about 40meV toward the point where the kinetic energy of both electrons is equal. That means that a fraction of the photoelectrons gain energy on -or from -the Auger electrons. For an angle θ 12 greater than about 60 AE the asymmetry reverses, and hence the Auger electrons gain energy above their nominal kinetic energy, although much less pronounced by about 30meV, than for small relative angles. The change in the direction of the shift occurs for this data set at about θ 12 55 AE , no PCI effect is visible (full and dashed lines in figure 4 coincide). It is for this angle that in (A.5) the parameter K´v 1 v 2 θ 12 µ 1 (since C´v 1 v 2 θ 12 µ 0), and also R´A Bµ 2 1 in (A.6).
Angular distributions of the TDCS
Coincident angular distribution patterns between the photoelectron and Auger electron give experimental values for the underlying matrix elements and their relative phases, describing the correlation between the electrons during the inner shell photoionization and the subsequent Auger decay. As Schmidt pointed out -for example in (Schmidt 1999) -selecting processes where either the Auger electron (or photoelectron) is described by a single matrix element, one can study the photoionization (or the Auger decay) completely. This was demonstrated in the photoionization of Xenon with subsequent N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3´1 S 0 µ Auger decay (Kämmerling and Schmidt 1991 , Kämmerling et al. 1993 , Schaphorst et al. 1997 , where the Auger decay is described by only one matrix element. So far, to the best of our knowledge, of all the N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger decay channels in Xenon, experimental values for the coincident angular distribution have been reported only of the´1S 0 µ final state. We present here the first experimental angular correlation pattern for both the Auger electron and the photoelectron while detecting the other at zero degree with respect to the polarization vector of the light for the´1D 2 µ and´3P 2 µ final states of the N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger decay process. For these final states, where more than one matrix element describes the Auger process, we were able to derive the experimental ratio of the amplitudes and the phase difference of these matrix elements. To gain access to these matrix elements, as a derivative of the angular distribution, the theoretical (PCI-included) model function was fitted to the peak intensities in the energy distributions (see figure 4a-h). The data were then integrated over the peaks with a width of 0.6 eV. The different sets of (energy) data, were scaled relative to each other using the total counts in the non-coincident spectra of the photoelectron and Auger electron lines. To account for experimental values, such as changing flux, pressure and measurement time, the total counts of the X e · 5p 5s lines in the reference detector were used. The non-coincident kinetic energy transmission function of each analyzer for the photoelectron and Auger electron was evaluated as an average value at the nominal kinetic energies. Here too, the total (non-coincident) counts recorded for the 4d 5 2 line and the 4d 5 2´1 D 2 µ · 4d 3 2´1 S 0 µ lines and 4d 3 2´1 D 2 µ · 4d 5 2´3 P 2 µ lines (see figure 2) respectively were compared, using the theoretical angular distribution (Snell et al. 2000) . Again, the coincident transmission value was evaluated by the product of the two energy transmission values of the two contributing analyzers. In order to account for the analyzer angular resolution the theoretical predictions were evaluated varying the angles by θ p A 0 ¦ 5 AE φ p A 0 ¦ 5 AE (see figure 1b for notation) and averaged. It turns out that the pattern of the averaged curves, vary very little from the curves for a perfect analyzer resolution. Under the experimental condition studied here the difference between the nominal kinetic energies of the photoelectron and Auger electron is greater than the intermediate hole-state level width of Γ 120 meV (Ausmees et al. 1995 , Kämmerling et al. 1993 . That allows us to describe the process in the two-step model In the dipole approximation the possible orbital angular momentum of the outgoing electrons (ε j p ε j A ) is limited by the selection rule of ∆l ¦1. The photoelectron is ejected from the d-shell, so εl j p can be εp 3 2 ,ε f 5 2 , or ε f 7 2 , and it is found (Kämmerling and Schmidt 1991 , Johnson and Cheng 1992 , Snell et al. 1999 , Snell et al. 2001 ) that the ε f channel is dominant near the maximum of the shape resonance of the 4d cross section (hν 100eV ) . 
(With j 0 for the final states 1 S 0 and 3 P 0 , j 1 for 3 P 1 , and j 2 for 1 D 2 and 3 P 2 , C j 1 j 2 j 3 m 1 m 2 m 3 are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients´j 1 m 1 j 2 m 2 j 3 m 3 µ). Equation (6) A 5 2 , A 0 A 3 2 , and A A 1 2 , the respective phases ξ · , ξ 0 , and ξ .
As described above, the experiments were performed for the special case where one analyzer was kept at θ 0 AE with respect to the polarization vector of the incident light, thus either the Auger electron or the photoelectron was detected at θ A p 0 AE . This greatly reduces further the complexity of (6).
A further goal was to derive estimates of the relative values for amplitudes D j p and A j A . Since all amplitude are entering (6) Calculated angular distributions, without PCI effect and interchange effect, using amplitudes and phases gained by the method of (least square) fit of each data set, are shown in figure 5 as light lines (blue in the colored version). The theoretical angular distributions were scaled only in height to the experimental data. Including the PCI and possible interchange effects in the calculations results in the solid lines (black in the colored version), simulating a detector with a 0.6eV pass window. For our experimental data these effects are negligible, and our data maybe described without including both Each pattern in figure 5 was analyzed separately and multiple fits with different starting points were performed. Due to the larger number of parameters and the fact that they appear as products in (6), a wide range of good fits to each parameter may describe our data. Also the sign of the phase differences cannot be determined within the equations. From the fit results of the four patterns a common set of values, was chosen to describe the photoelectron in each pattern. Applying these common values to (6) results in the red) dashed curves in figure  5 . We found that all four angular distributions maybe represented by
7pm5. These are similar to the ratios of the theoretical values by Johnson and Cheng (1992) Further improvement of the experimental uncertainty would be desirable to reduce the error of this estimated results in particular the phase differences.
Similar to (Bolognesi et al. 2004) we can use partial cross section σ´4d 5 2 µ to estimate absolute values for D ,D 0 and D · . One obtains the partial cross section σ´4d 5 2 µ from the matrix elements D · , D 0 , and D using (Huang et al. 1981 )(in length form and atomic units)
Here α is the fine structure constant and ω the photon energy in hartree (a.u). We used (8) to normalize our amplitudes to a cross section of σ´4d 5 2 µ 12 5Mb (Becker et al. 1989 ), using the´4d 55 2 µ ´4d 3 2 µ branching ratio of (Southworth et al. 1983 ). The so amplitudes are given in the last row of Johnson and Cheng (1992) . We can further test our experimental results of amplitudes and phases by calculating the angular distribution anisotropy parameter β using (Huang et al. 1981) :
and furthermore the alignment parameter A 20 :
Note that A 20 and β do not change with the normalization chosen above. With the results given at the bottom of table ?? we find β´4d 5 2 µ 0 55´35µ , and A 20´4 d 5 2µ 0 25´15µ which correspond well with the values of β´4d 5 2 µ 0 46 of (Snell et al. 2000) , and
0 25 of (Southworth et al. 1983 , Snell et al. 2000 .
Summary
We measured the triply differential cross section of previously unexplored doubly charged X e 2· states ( 1 D 2 , 3 P 2 ) by coincident measurements of the N 5 O 2 3 O 2 3 Auger electrons with the 4d 1 5 2 photoelectron for the two final states´1D 2 µ and´3P 2 µ of the doubly charged ion. We found a very good agreement between our measurements and the theoretical models of the PCI effect given by both Kämmerling (1993) as well as Sheinerman and Schmidt (1997) . Furthermore, the two-step model is applicable for inner electron angles θ 12 in the range of 35 AE to 180 AE if the energy separation between the two electrons is larger than the intrinsic level width of the intermediate state. Moreover, we measured the first angular distribution pattern of the TDCS for these two final states and were able to reproduce them by a semi empirical model which describes the transitions populating these two states in the non-relativistic dipole approximation. We found that for the´1D 2 µ final state the ratio of the amplitudes of the outgoing s-wave and the two d-waves may be described by R A j A 1 2 A j A 3 2 5 2 20 ¦10 with ∆ ξ j A 1 2 ξ j A 3 2 5 2 1 0 ¦ 4 rad. Evaluating the angular distribution of the 3 P 2 final state we can approximated the ratio R A j A 5 2 A j A 3 2 1 3 ¦ 0 3, a similar result was obtained from evaluating the´1D 2 µ final state. The photoelectron is dominated by a f 7 2 waves, but the values found are similar to the previously reported Cheng 1992, Snell et al 2001) .
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This results in a Lorentzian profile at ε A E 0 Aug when the factor K 1, else K will give rise to the asymmetries in the TDCS. The approximation made here is that the post-collision interaction effect between the two emitted electrons (labeled 1,2), which is dependent on the Coulomb potentials between the two electrons and the doubly charged ions, is described in terms of constant velocities of the two emitted electrons (van der Straaten et al. 1988, Kuchiev and Sheinerman 1986) , and not by functions of r 1´t µ and r 2´t µ. A necessary condition for this approximation of C is that´hν E · bin µ 2 100 ¢Γ, which for the case reported here of photon energy hν 97 45 eV, binding energy of the inner shell ionization E · bin 67 5 eV (King et al. 1977) and Γ 0 12 eV (Ausmees et al. 1995 ) is well justified. Also it is assumed that the electrons are emitted on a straight path, hence the relative angle θ 12 between the two ejected electrons remains constant during their path to the detectors. Then the post-collision interaction can be approximated, according to Kämmerling et al (Kämmerling et al. 1993) , by Note: A negative factor C´v 1 v 2 θ 12 µ, as for small relative angle θ 12 , gives rise to an energy gain of the photoelectron, while a positive value leads to a gain in kinetic energy of the Auger electron. Sheinerman and Schmidt (Sheinerman and Schmidt 1997) present a model of the PCIeffect which should be used when studying cases where the angle between two detectors is very small and especially when the two particles have very similar kinetic energies and interference effects have to be considered. The factor representing PCI-effects R´A Bµ in (3) is given by (using the following notation: A=photoelectron, B=Auger electron, C the doubly . Again in the analysis of the data presented here, both models give very similar result. However it must be stated clearly, that (A.5) is only valid for cases were the difference of kinetic energy ∆E ε 1 ε 2 Γ or larger angle of θ 12 .
As stated before, if ∆E and the angle between the two emitted electron both becomes small the PCI effects are such that a considerable overlap in energy of the two electrons will occur. This will lead to interference effects between the photoelectron and Auger electrons and (A.5) becomes invalid. At the left side of figure A1 for the case of θ 12 35 AE , the influence of the interference effect, although very small at this configuration, leads to a stronger TDCS between the two peaks. Here the enhanced description of the factor R´a bµ given by Sheinerman and Schmidt (Sheinerman and Schmidt 1997) should be used. On the other hand the data for θ 12 125 AE is well described by the theoretical model used here. This is due to the fact that the PCI effect leads to a further separation of the two electrons; hence interference effects become even less likely. In summary, we would like to note that when using (A.1) through A.5 one must be aware of the experimental conditions.
